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MAY WE DISCUSS? POURRrONS-NOUS EN PARL ER ?
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----- ---------- --- 1------------------------
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--------

FOR INFORMA TION POUR INFORMATION
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ments for the ceremony which I

lve approved on your behalf.
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UN RESTRICTED

UNAMIR MISSION CLOSURE
CEREMONY - UNAMIR HO

GENERAL

1. The UNAMIR Mission and present mandate end on 3
issued in earlier instructions, official operaticns
ceases on that date (8 Mar 96).

?5. As
~fu.'1IR

2. I t is essential that a ceremony be organised tc n.c...=~':: this
important occasion.

3. The aim of this paper is to outline the moca::'-:::s -:0 be
followed in order to have a successful Ceremony.

BVENTS

4. The events to take place during the ceremony a=e

a. Flag Lowering Pde.

b. Beating the Retreat.

c. Speeches (SRSG and Rep of Rwandan Govt).

d. Refreshment.

PARTICIPATION

5. The folloWing will take part in the Ceremony.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

Indbatt Tps 1 PI (1 & 30).

Indbatt Mil Band.

Ghancoy 1 PI (1 & 30).

Malawi Coy 2 Sects (16 all Ranks).

Nicoy 2 Sects (16 all Ranks).

A Group of MILOBS ! j1-~

All civilian workers as spectators.

1
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G. f\ full honour <jIJdrd wiJ I be on parade compospl! of P0fsOTlTlPI
dbove.

TIME/PLACE

7. The ceremony will take place on 8 Mar 96 at 1630 hrs (LT) at
the Force HQ Car Park.

8. The Refreshment will take place at :he FHQ Briefing Room and
Forecourt.

REQUEST~

9. The underlisted offices, persons and units are requested to
undertake the following actions stated against them.

a. OSRSG (PROTOCOL) - To invite VIPs as will be notified by
the ED to the function and to give a speech at the Ceremony.
Also to organize Press/Video coverage.

b. CAO To kindly authorize the organization of the
Refreshment and the use of the FHQ Car Park and attendance of
all Mil and Civ personnel.

c. lDdb~~t - To be responsible for the overall organization
of the Parade. Using the troops designated at para 5.

d. The FHO C~p Comdt - To ensure the following.

(i) Marking of the Car Park for the Pde.

(ii) Provision of UN and Rwandan Flags for hoisting and
lowering.

(iii) Arranging the FHQ Briefing Room and Forecourt for
the refreshment.

(iv) Arrange also the Car Park with VIP diaise and make
sitting arrangements.

e. fWQ - To organise the refreshment on authorization of the
CAO.

10. Rehearsals for the Ceremony will be on 071500 - 0718008 Mar 96
and 080900 - 0811008 Mar 96.

11. All are requested to offer t ho t r f u l I .,~si~t:"lCI~ f'H .1

successful Ceremony.
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UNAMIR MISSION CLOSURE
CEREMONY - UNAMIR HO

GENERAL

1. The UNAMIR Mission and present mandate end on 8 Mar 96. As
issued in earlier instructions, official operations of UNAMIR cease
on that date (8 Mar 96).

2. It is essential that a ceremony be organised to mark this
important occasion.

3. The aim of this paper is to outline the modalities to be
followed in order to have a successful Ceremony.

4. The events to take place during the ceremony are

a. Guard of honour.

b. Beating the Retreat.

c. Speeches (SRSG and Rep of Rwandan Govt).

d. Flag lowering.

e. Refreshment.

PARTICIPATION

5. The following will take part in the Ceremony.

d. Indbatt Tps 1 PI (l & 30) •

b. Indbatt Mil Band.

c. Ghancoy 1 Pl ( 1 & 30) .

d. Malawi Coy 2 Sects (16 all Ranks) .

e. Nicoy 2 Sects ( 16 all Ranks) .

f. A Group of I1ILOBS and Staff Officers.

1
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g. All civilian workers as spectators.

6. A full honour guard will be on parade composed of personnel
above.

TIME/PLACE

7. The ceremony will take place on 8 Mar 96 at 1630 hrs (LT) at
the Force HQ Car Park.

8. The Refreshment will take place at the FHQ Briefing Room and
Forecourt.

REQUESTS

9. The underlisted offices, persons and units are requested to
undertake the following actions stated against them.

a. OSRSG (PROTOCOL) - To invite VIPs as will be notified by
the ED to the function and to give a speech at the Ceremony.
Also to organize Press/Video coverage. List of invited
guests to be given to the COS for seating arrangements.

b. CAO To kindly authorize the organization of the
RefLeshment and the use of the FRQ Car Park and attendance of
all Mil and Civ personnel.

c. Indbatt - To be responsible for the overall organization
of the Parade. Using the troops designated at para 5.

d. The FHQ Camp Comdt - To ensure the following.

(i) Marking of the Car Park for the Pde.

(ii) Provision of UN and Rwandan Flags for hoisting and
lowering.

(iii) Arranging the FHQ Briefing Room and Forecourt for
the refreshment.

(iv) Arrange also the Car Park with VIP dais and make
sitting arrangements. All units and offices are
requested to assist in giving out their chairs to Camp
Comdt on request for the seating arrangements.

e. FWO - To organise the refreshment on authorization of the
CAO.
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f. CSO - To co-ordinate security arrangements with Camp
Comdt during the ceremony.

g. FECCFEOl - To provide VIP dais for the ceremony.

10. Rehearsals for the Ceremony will be on 071500 - 07l800B Mar 96
and 080900 - 08ll00B Mar 96.

11. Only personnel of the office of the SRSG, the FC, CAO, COS,
Heads of Branches, Sections and Depts will be seated at the parade
ground in addi tion to VIP invi ted guests. The rest of UNAMIR
Staff (civilian and military) will spectate from the offices
balconies.

12. All are requested to offer their full assistance for a
successful Ceremony.

Distribution:

Action:

B
CAO
COS
CSO
OSRSG (Protocol)
Indbatt
Ghancoy
Malawicoy
Nicoy
Camp Comdt
All Heads of Depts/Branches

Information:

SRSG
FC
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PROGRAMME fOR

MISSION CLOSURE CEREMONY

ON 8 MARCH 1996

SRLN DATEITIME PLACE EVENT RESPONSIBILITY REMARKS
a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (F)

1 OB1630 HRS · · . INVITED GUESTS SEATED CAMPCOMDT Spectators as well
2 OB1645 HRS · · Pde Marches on Pde Comd
3 OB1655 hrs · · FC Arrives Pde Comd Gun Salute
4 081700 Hrs · · SRSG and R.Govt Rep arrive Pde Comd GElnSalute/UN Anthem,R.National Anthem
5 OB1710 Hrs · · Reviewing Officers Inspect Pde Pde Comd
6 · · · Beating the retreat/Band display Indian Mil Band/Pde Comd
7 · · · Speeches SRSG/Rep of Rwandan
8 · Flag Lowering Pde Comd
9 . · · Pde Marches Pde Comd

10 . FHQ Briefing Room & Fore court Refreshment Force Welfare Officer Invited GUl"sts onlv
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FROIVI : CMO

TO :C05

INFO : MA to AIFC
ADCOS (OPS)

r~ E CE IV ED
,.,,"

;!" 2 8 FE B 1996

OFFICE OF THE SRSG
UNAMfR

FILE : MILOB/OPS/4')

SUBJECT: END OF JVHSSION REPORTL09 DEC TO 08 i\JAH 96J

Refs:
a MILOB GP HQ OPS/l122.23 dated 28 Nov 95.
b Your letter on mn subject dated 23 Feb 96

I The End of Mission Report covering the -'I'd Mandate ( 09 Jun 95 (008 Dec ()6) \-vas
submitted vide reference A. This report is tor the current Mandate, covering the period. l)Ci D,:;c
95 to OS Mar 96.

Allil

2. The aim of this report is 10 highlight l'vilLOBS operations during the CU!T::nt Mandate

:; The following will be covered

a. Security Situation in Rwanda
b Humanitarian Situation
c Repatriation of Refugees.
d Reconciliation Process
c MILOBS' operation in current Mandate..>
r Conclusion

,1 The overall security situation in RW:\\DA. particularly in Central and Eastt:rn parts,
remained calm and wel! under the control of the RPA. On the whole, there was a lull in insurgent
activities by the FRGF in Rwanda from the end of Nov to mid Dec C)') This was ill contrast to l!lC

I
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situation prevailing in Oct / Nov 95. The Iswawa Island episode in Nov 95 seriously demoralized
the FRGF rank and file operating in Rwanda. This possibly accounted for this lull. Insurgent
activities however picked up ag~ih in the second week of Dec in the Western part of the country,
notably in the Ruhengeri, Gisenyi and Cyangugu prefectures. This trend saw a steady increase
through Jan and Feb 96. A number of sabotage activities have been carried out. These took the
form of planting of land mines, blowing up of bridges, electricity pylons as well as water supply
lines. The number of armed robberies and killings have also been on the increase. Most of
these activities have been traced to the FRGF.

5. A number of encounters have been reported between the RPA patrols and FRGF, in which the
RPA suffered a 'ot of casualties. Banditry activities have increased in some prefectures (notably,
GITARAMA, K1BUYE, GIKONGORO and BUTARE) Livestock and other valuables are
forcefully taken from locals They are manhandled or sometimes killed if they had nothing 10

offer.

(..-1
6. Arbitral arrests by RPA continue unabated.

7. A-,~s~-S~m~.Rh Il is assessed that, insurgent activities will continue in future with renewed
vigor and are likely to spread to Central and Eastern Rwanda.

l:lVl\:JANITARIAN SrrtJATION

8 There has been an improvement in the humanitarian situation Juring the period Most of the
local officials have been seen to be assisting people, particularly, returnees. The local aurhoriues
have been helping returnees to get back their land and houses. They have on the whole, been
fairly treated, even though some of them are arrested on arrival

9 The effect of the expulsion of 38 ~GOs from Rwanda is seriously being felt all over the
country. The most badlv affected sector is the Medical Service. There is an obvious shortaue or

o v

drugs and medical equipments as well as medical/para-medical staff leading to a decline in health
care in the rural areas.

ItEI~AIHIATIO~OF RETURNEES

10. Despite concerted efforts by all concerned, the repatriation of refugees I ernained at a rather
low key Returnee figures recorded during the period stands as follows

2
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l'

Month/Year No of , Remarks
Returnees

._--
-~-

(a) (b) (c)

Dec 95 13,583 I
0--' -

Jan 96 J3,264

Feb 96 25,498 Figures up to 22 Fel
'.

Total 52,345 I_. -

These low figures were recorded, despite the fan that l]hHCR expected a massive repatriation in
Dec 95 / Jan 96. The noticeable increase in returnee figures in Feb is primarily due to the fact that,
the refugees are constantly being caught up in the violence between the Burundian Army and the
Hutu Militia, operating in the northern Province of Burundi Despite this increase, there are over
1.6 million refugees still living outside Rwanda. The possible reason lor large numbers still living
outside is, either they are too apprehensive of the security situation in Rwanda or they are quite
comfortable in their camps and have no desire or coming back to face the hardships and
intimidation in their home communes.

II. Zaire is reported to have deployed additional troops in some camps ( KIBC\1BA in GOM.'\
and KASUSA and :-IYA0JGAZl in BLKAVL ) to expedite repatriation The repatriation
however has so far not been forced.

a This exercise seems to have failed to achieve the desired goal, since there was
hardly any increase in repatriation from these camps.

b Repatriation is not likely to increase dramatically in the near future, unless repatriatio .. is
forced.

13. Although on the surface, it appears that there has been some improvement in the
reconciliation process, the hatred between the ethnic groups seems 10 be too much deeply rooted
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The memory of the genocide is still too fresh in their minds. Political leaders and high ranking
officials have been seen making some attempt at reconciliation but they need to do more at the
grassroot level to achieve tangible results.

lVllLOBS OPERATIONS iN THE CtJRUENT i\'iANDATE

14. The strength of wlILOBS was drastically reduced from 320 to 146 for the period. This
necessitated the redemarkation of the hitherto 10 sectors into 5. It greatly hampered the operational
capabilities of f..,HLOBS, as there were larger areas of responsibilities for the MILOB sectors with
less human resources to cover. Despite the handicap, lvfILOBS continued to monitor the
Refugee/Returnee situation as required by [he Mandate.

15. Most of the MILOB Sectors faced the challenge of operating without Formed Troops during
the Mandate. This had no adverse impact on their capabilities except that incidents of theft increased
on their office premises. A remedial action of hiring civilian night guards was taken.

16. Achievements. The frequent visits of\HLOBS patrols to the sectors and ceilules has been
a great source of inspiration to the locals. It among other things gave them a feeling of insulation,
to some extent, against RPA excesses. No wonder, a large number of locals and officials have been
requesting for continued presence of L'NAI\.lIR Politicians and the RPA however have their own
reservations.

17. Eailnrcs.,. Even though MlLORS tried as much as they could to monitor the returnee
situation as required of them by the mandate, they were unable to effectively monitor issues relating
to their resettlement because of manpower problems It 'vas impossible to cover the crooks and
~1~;oks ofRwanda with 146 observers.

CONCLUSION

18 The Western portions of Rwanda have been characterized by infiltrations and insurgent activities
since Jan 96. This trend is most likely to continue with renewed vigor and possibly spread to the
Central portions of the country in the ncar future.

19. Even though the U;";HCR anticipated a massive repatriation of refugees during Dec and Jan 96,
very low figures were recorded. The deployment of Zairian troops at the refugee camps had
virtually no effect on the repatriation of refugees. The figures from Zaire are likely to remain low
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unless repatriation is forced.

20. MlLOBS worked with a very low strength of 146 during the mandate. Not withstanding this
handicap, they worked tirelessly and won the hearts of most locals and officials. They would have
however done better with the right manpower.
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